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Manufacturing   Contact   Information
A+ Corporation, LLC
41041 Black Bayou Rd.
Gonzales, LA   70737

Call for expert product application assistance:
Phone: (225)-644-5255 Website: www.geniefilters.com
Fax: (225)-644-3975 E-mail: sales@geniefilters.com

Safety Warnings
!

Tools Required

U.S. Patents 7,225,690; 7,555,965

Q2 Sample Cylinder 
Installation & Operation Instructions

Failure to abide by any of the safety warnings below may result in equipment failure and serious injury or death.
 } Valve off the sample flow before installation.
 } Do not exceed any equipment pressure ratings.

 } Dowel pins included with the Q2 Sample Cylinder to aid in removing the head from the bowl.
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Technical Specifications
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Technical Specifications

Inlet and Outlet: 1/4” female NPT

225˚F (107˚C) with cylinder bag

Machined parts: 316 stainless steel / NACE compliant
All other metal parts: stainless steel / NACE compliant
Cylinder bag: Tedlar®

Sealing material: Fluoroelastomer standard

1,800 psig

-15˚F (-26˚C) with Viton o-ring

Maximum sustained temperature

300 ccInternal volume

Wetted materials

Maximum pressure rating

Port sizes

Minimum sustained temperature
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Description
The “Line Purge and Cylinder fill” (LPCF) method of spot sampling was designed specifically for sampling “wet1 Natural Gas 
sources.  It is based on the Q2 sample cylinder.  This method eliminates the largest source of error in spot sampling, which is 
the purging of residual gases.  The only purging required is for removing residual gas from the sample line, reducing the vented 
purge gas volume by approximately 99%3.

A membrane tipped sample probe, stationary or portable, is recommended for extracting the sample gas if the source gas is 
likely to contain entrained liquid droplets.  It is imperative that liquid is removed inside of the pipeline to avoid sample 
distortion4.

1. Wet Natural Gas is defined as Natural Gas that is at or near its Hydrocarbon dew point temperature.  It may contain entrained liquid droplets.
2. See the Genie® Q2 sample cylinder product sheet
3. This is based on 3 Fill/empty cycles at 1000 PSI source pressure
4. Refer to GPA 2166 Revision 2005.  The standard stresses separating liquid in the pipeline to ensure that the separation takes place at pipeline 

conditions of pressure and temperature.  The standard also insinuates that a membrane filter “inside of the pipeline is suitable for that purpose (7.3.3).

Collapsing the Bag in Lab
 } With a new bag installed in the cylinder, open both “Inside of Bag” valve (green striped end) and “Outside of Bag” valve (red striped end)
 } Connect 25 PSIG (approximate) source of gas to “Outside of Bag” port
 } When flow stops, close “Outside of Bag” valve (red striped end) first, then close “Inside of Bag” valve (green striped end)
 } Disconnect gas supply

“Outside of Bag” port

“Inside of Bag” port

“Inside of Bag” valve

“Outside of Bag”
  valve

Collapsed Bag

Red striped
end
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end
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Line Purge and Cylinder Fill Method
Start Condition:

 } Bag collapsed in Lab
 } Cylinder Manifold threaded into inlet port
 } All valves closed
 } Q2 Cylinder connected as shown
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Process
Step 1:

 } Open “Process” Valve
 } Open “Line Purge” valve

Step 2:
 } After line is purged (~5 seconds), close “Line Purge” valve and open “Outside of Bag” valve (red striped end), then open “Inside of Bag” 

valve (green striped end)
Step 3:

 } After cylinder is filled (~5-10 seconds), close all valves 
 } “Line Purge” valve may be opened again to depressurize process line for disconnect
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Removing Sample from the Q2 Sample Cylinder
Step 1:

 } Connect tubing to the ¼” female NPT port located in the GREEN striped end of the cylinder.
Step 2:

 } Remove sample from the Q2 cylinder by using a ¼” flat blade screw driver to open the “inside of bag” valve located in the GREEN 
striped end of the cylinder.  DO NOT open the valve at the red striped end of the cylinder.

Recessed valve on GREEN 
striped end on Q2

1/4” NPT Port on GREEN 
striped end of Q2
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Model Numbering & Additional Part Numbers
Model Numbering & Additional Part Numbers

How to build the model number:

Your model number is determined by your specific needs. Choose options below.

Sealing material 0 = Fluoroelastomer  (other materials available upon request)

Accessory manifold Part # 310-ACC-M7 (0-2000 gauge included - other gauges available upon request) (sold separately)   

Sample cylinder case  Part # 310-CASE (sold separately)  

Cylinder bag replacement Part # 310-5X1 (5 bags per kit) (sold separately)

O-ring replacement  Part # 310-500 (sold separately)

310

Sealing material

         We cannot recommend specific sealing materials due to the complex nature of sample stream compositions. Temperature and pressure also may be factors. Unless specified otherwise, the product 
will ship with our standard sealing materials and materials of construction stated in the technical specifications section of the corresponding Product Sheet. Please refer to www.dupontelastomers.com for 
sealing material recommendations and advice. It is the user’s responsibility to specify the sealing materials of construction for their application.     
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